Discrimination of gender-, speed-, and shoe-dependent movement patterns in runners using full-body kinematics
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1. Introduction

The characteristics of human locomotion may change for different boundary conditions such as running speed [1], footwear [2], and running surface [3]. In addition, locomotion characteristics may differ for groups of subjects that differ in terms of gender [4] or age, and/or groups with different anthropometrical characteristics. In studying the adaptation of gait characteristics to changes in boundary conditions (e.g. changes in footwear), one is faced with the problem that subject-specific differences (e.g. gender, anatomical differences) or test conditions (e.g. running speed, environment) may have a larger effect on gait characteristics than the typically small changes due to footwear [5]. However, the identification of changes due to footwear is important for the development of rehabilitative footwear.

In trying to identify the adaptations of gait characteristics to changes in footwear, two different approaches have been applied: (a) the quantifying of discrete variables and (b) the full-body kinematic approach.

Discrete variable analysis has often been used to monitor the effects of changing boundary conditions [6,7]. This approach uses a prior, often intuitive, selection of variables that “most likely” contain the desired information. It does not use a large portion of the data collected during a movement task, and it may not automatically select the most sensitive variables.

The full-body kinematic approach uses all of the information that is recorded within a specific set of data and mathematical tools are used to separate the information that has changed due to an intervention from changes that have occurred due to the nature of the task (e.g. [8–10]).

Pattern recognition methods [11] have been developed that can be used in a full-body kinematic approach. Of these, principal
component analysis (PCA) is one of the most frequently applied basic tools. It analyzes the data according to their variance. The interpretation of a PCA result depends on the generation of an input matrix. Different approaches for generating an input matrix are discussed below. Two result characteristics are the same for all PCAs. The first is a set of principal component vectors. Each principal component vector combines variables that are correlated in time. Principal component vectors can, therefore, be interpreted as principal movements (PMs). The first PM points in the direction of the largest variability within the data set. The second characteristic is a set of principal component coefficients. Principal component coefficients are projections of the input data onto the PMs, and are called principal values (PV) throughout this paper. Principal values represent movement changes in time and are, in general, time dependent.

Both PMs and PVs depend on an input matrix. Different sets of kinematic data can be used to generate an input matrix. Recently, position data for limbs [9,10,12,13] or joint angles have been used [14–17]. Principal component analysis can be applied per condition [12–14,16], per subject [9,14,16,17], or across subjects [10,12,15–17]. In interpreting the data, one can use the variability explained by individual PMs [12–17]. It is possible to examine the change in PM for different conditions [9,10,12–14,17], or to interpret the change in PVs for different conditions [9,10,15,16,18]. The PMs and PVs for different conditions can be differentiated using classification methods such as support vector machine (SVM) or spherical classification [19,20].

In this paper, the position data for all conditions and subjects are included within one input matrix. Therefore the PMs are the same for all conditions and subjects, and a direct comparison between conditions and subjects can be made using the time-dependent PVs. In using this approach with data from running, the first five PMs often explain more than 95% of the variability and, therefore, represent the basic movements of the task [9,10,12,13]. Higher-order PMs are often neglected, as they explain only a small fraction of the variability and are considered to represent random noise. If sufficient input data is available, however, higher-order PMs may contain information pertaining to small changes and thus become relevant. In this paper all PMs are analyzed. Variables such as speed and gender are assumed to change basic movement patterns. Smaller interventions may not change basic movements, but they may lead to significant changes in the PV of higher PMs.

This study was designed to test two hypotheses: (1) speed and gender differences are typically observed in the first principal components, and (2) interventions such as changing footwear change the gait characteristics of higher principal components.

2. Methods

Twenty healthy, physically active, recreational athletes participated in this study. Subjects were recruited with flyers. Based on a literature review the sample size was chosen to include ten female subjects (age 32 ± 9 years, mass 61.3 ± 6.1 kg, mean and SD) and ten male subjects (age 25.4 ± 5.4 years, mass 75.8 ± 11.3 kg). Subject grouping was a matter of convenience in order to keep the time commitment on an acceptable level. All subjects gave their written informed consent in accordance with the University of Calgary’s policy on research using human subjects. The study protocol was approved by the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board at the University of Calgary.

2.1. Experimental protocol

The effects of shoes were studied using the females in the test group. The female participants performed two runs of one hour each on a treadmill, four weeks apart. Both runs were performed at approximately 95% of their maximal aerobic speed (MAS). (MAS was determined at a separate session). For this study, 30 s of data were collected at 10 min into each of the two test runs. We used two groups to test the
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**Fig. 1.** Marker setup and matrix definition. Eighteen markers were placed on landmarks of the right leg and arm (A and B). The x, y, and z coordinates of the marker define the posture vector (C). Time-dependent position vectors subtracted from the subject mean for all conditions and markers generates the input matrix for the covariance calculation.
effects of changing shoes. Group A (n = 3) wore the same shoes for both tests, and group B (n = 7) wore their own shoes for the first run, and adidas MicroBounce [21] shoes for the second run. Group size was chosen in order to address day to day variability with group A and differences in shoe conditions with group B.

The male participants performed two short, consecutive runs on a treadmill at different running speeds (3.1 m/s and 4.9 m/s) on the same day wearing their own shoes. After warming up for 10 min, the subjects ran for 40 s at each speed. The data used in this study were recorded during the last 30 s at each speed.

Kinematic data for the right leg, right arm, hip, and both shoulders were recorded at 240 Hz using a standard motion analysis system with eight cameras (Eagle Eye, Motion Analysis Corporation, USA). Eighteen infrared reflective markers (diameter 1 cm) were attached to the lower and upper body of each runner (Fig. 1).

2.2. Conditions

Differences in speed were compared within the male subgroup (n = 10). Gender differences were analyzed for a speed of 3.1 m/s for the males and 3.0 (0.3) m/s for the females, with all subjects running in their own footwear (n = 20). Shoe differences were evaluated in the subgroup of female runners (n = 7) who wore their own shoes for the first run and the adidas MicroBounce shoes for the second run.

2.3. Data processing

2.3.1. Principal component analysis

The data were tracked with Cortex® (Motion Analysis Corporation, USA), and then analyzed with Matlab® (Mathworks 2008b) using custom-made programs. The kinematic data were analyzed using a PCA [9,10]. A position vector matrix for one subject was constructed as follows: All marker coordinates (x, y, and z) divided by the height of the subject were placed in columns, one for each sample during a 30-s period, yielding a matrix dimension of 7200/54 (rows/columns). A second matrix with position vectors for the second condition (speed or shoe) was appended to the rows of the first matrix (Fig. 1). The subject’s means of all position vectors was subtracted from each position.

The position vector matrices of all subjects were appended row-wise to one another to form the input matrix, P, for the PCA (Fig. 1). Thus, P contained normalized position vectors (individual means subtracted) for all time points, for all subjects, with two conditions per subject (speed for males and shoe for females). P had a dimension of 288,000 × 54.

The PCA of the matrix P yielded 54 PMs (eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of P) and 54 eigenvalues. The eigenvectors are an orthonormal base of the vector space. The variability explained by each PM vector was expressed as fraction of the total variability. The principal values, PV, were the projections of the position vectors in P onto the PMs. The PVs for each gait cycle were computed and normalized in time (heel strike to heel strike of the same foot) for all trials and subjects. The normalization in time was achieved by down-sampling the frames of the gait cycle (144 ± 10 frames) to 101 time points. We called the resultant PV time series “PV waveforms,” and used all 54 PV waveforms for each condition and subject in further analysis. The basic movement was defined with the first PMs representing 99% of the movement variance.

2.3.2. Condition-dependent separation of waveforms

An SVM was used to test whether the PV waveforms could be used to distinguish between two conditions or two subject groups [22,23]. The SVM was used to find a discriminant that optimally separated the waveforms of known conditions. A classification rate was calculated using the leave-one-out cross-validation method. A Matlab®-compatible software package [24] was used with a linear kernel.

2.3.3. Recombination of waveforms

By recombining waveforms that are significantly condition-dependent with those that show no differences, a movement can be split into a condition-dependent movement and a condition-independent movement. We combined PMs where the PV waveforms showed a significant classification, thus yielding the movement with the greatest change due to a condition. This was done by multiplying the eigenvalues with the corresponding PM and summing over all vector components. The direction of the changes was plotted in stick figure diagrams (Figs. 3–5), in
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**Fig. 2.** Classification rate with support vector machine for different conditions. Conditions: speed (s – light gray), gender (g – middle gray), shoe condition (a – black). Classification rates for speed and gender above 90% are significant on a significance level of $\alpha = 0.99%$ ($n = 20$). Classification rates for shoe conditions above 71.4% are significant on a significance level of $\alpha = 0.95%$ ($n = 14$). Variability is the movement explained by the individual PMs.
which the mean position delineated by the markers is indicated by blue circles, and the direction of the changes (change vector) is indicated by red arrows. The length of the arrows indicates the contribution of the individual markers to the condition-dependent changes. The magnitude of the changes between conditions can be seen in the plotted marker displacement. The actual marker movement with the highest difference was plotted for both conditions.

The PM for which the PV waveforms show no significant classification represents the orthogonal complement and the combination of these PMs yield the movement that is independent of the condition.

The mean movement of the groups that shows a difference between two conditions and the one that shows no difference were created (Movies 1–3). The sum of these two movements recreates the original movement.

The stick figure diagrams and movies were used to visually determine where in the body the largest condition-dependent changes occurred.

3. Results

The first nine PMs represented 99% of the movement, and are considered to be the basic movement (Fig. 2). For the speed condition, six PV waveforms within the basic movement (PM 1 to 4, 7, 9) and one in a higher PM (11) showed changes (significance level alpha = 0.01). PMs that are changed by speed represent 98% of the movement. Gender differences could be found in five PMs (3, 5, 6, 8, 9) of the basic movement and in 11 higher PMs (10, 12 to 14, 20, 21, 29, 30, 34, 36, and 41) (significance level alpha = 0.01). Shoe-specific differences were observed in higher PMs. The classification rate also increased with higher PMs. The vectors for changes were highest in the foot and indicated a change in knee flexion when wearing the different shoes. The extremes of the adidas MicroBounce shoes are closer together than those of the control shoes (Fig. 5C and Movie 3).

4. Discussion

The purpose of this project was to identify the principal movements that change when a boundary condition such as running speed, gender, or footwear changes. It was hypothesized that speed and gender would affect lower-order principal movements, while rotation of the lower body kinematics in the sagittal plane. Leg displacement was greater at higher speeds, with the most displacement occurring in the foot, followed by the shank, followed by the thigh. At faster speeds, the first minima and maxima for the heel marker (m3) were reached earlier in the gait cycle (Fig. 3C). With higher speed, stride length increases, as does the range of motion of the legs.

Gender differences were mainly evident in the shank and thigh movements indicating an internal/external rotation of these segments (Fig. 4A and B). At heel strike, the women had a higher external rotation in the hip joint and a higher internal rotation in the knee joint compared to the men (Movie 2). The waveforms for marker m6 (proximal tibia) showed clear differences between female and male runners. The external rotation in the hip joint during the stance phase (35% of gait cycle) was higher for females than for males t(18) = 5.86 (p < 0.05).

Shoe-specific characteristics were observed in higher PMs. The classification rate also increased with higher PMs. The vectors for changes were highest in the foot and indicated a change in knee flexion when wearing the different shoes. The extremes of the adidas MicroBounce shoes are closer together than those of the control shoes (Fig. 5C and Movie 3).
shoes would affect higher-order principal movements. The results of the study support the stated hypotheses.

Locomotion studies addressing the kinematics at changes in running speeds [25,26] and for different genders have shown variations in discrete kinematic variables [4,27], which suggests that these changes are in the lower-order principal movements. However, studies analysing kinematic variations for different running shoes have typically reported that no significant group differences were found in discrete marker coordinates or joint angles [5,28,29].

Subject-specific changes due to different shoe conditions have been reported [5]. Changes can be seen at different joints for different subjects. With the whole-body approach presented in this paper, one combines the different joints that are influenced by a specific condition. By combining several principal movements, subject-independent movement changes can be identified. These changes are consistent throughout different subjects, however, the changes in footwear are small compared to the changes within the movement and the importance of these changes has to be further analyzed. For future research projects, this approach might lead to a functional interpretation for even small interventions like a change in footwear or inserts.

A paradigm recently introduced into biomechanics is the “preferred movement path” [5,30]. This paradigm claims that for small interventions such as different shoes, changes in running surface, or fatigue, human movement stays relatively constant. Only when the movement task itself is altered does the preferred movement path change. This change is evident when comparing tasks like running and walking, or when running speed is increased.

In this study, the combined movement of the first nine PMs explained more than 99% of the locomotion pattern. The preferred movement path might, therefore, be thought of as the movements described within the first nine PMs. The preferred movement path is changed when speed is altered. The gender-specific movement patterns might also be interpreted as two different preferred movement paths, as five of the PMs that showed a difference between genders are within the first nine PMs. Small interventions like footwear changes caused changes in PMs greater than the 23rd PM. This result suggests that small interventions like footwear changes do not alter the preferred movement path.

5. Conclusion

The combination of PCA and SVM allows complex movements to be decomposed into movements that stay constant and movements that show changes with respect to a specific condition. In this study full-body kinematic was dissected into principal movements using PCA. Then, using a classification method (SVM), the principal movements that showed significant differences were identified. A gait pattern can, therefore, be separated into two movements. The first movement is in the direction where changes occurred. A second movement, orthogonal to the first, describes the portion of the gait pattern that does not change systematically in response to a condition, although subject specific-changes may still occur.

Furthermore, this method allows the identification of group-specific changes, even for conditions that affect the movement pattern only slightly compared to the variability of the movement. This paper showed the application for different speeds, gender, and shoe conditions. Conditions that change the principal movement path can be found in the first or lower PMs. Small boundary conditions (e.g. footwear) influence only parts of the movement, and can be mainly found in the higher PMs. Those PMs that show a significant difference due to a condition can be combined into one vector that is indicative of the changes, and this combination allows us to determine the location of the greatest changes within a movement pattern.
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